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TYPE OF INTANGIBLE ASSET
COMPUTERIZED 
INFORMATION

Computer software
Computerized databases

INNOVATIVE 
PROPERTY

R&D, including social sciences and 

humanities

Mineral exploration 
Copyright and license costs
Development costs
New architectural and 
engineering designs

ECONOMIC 
COMPETENCIES

Brand equity 
(advertising expenditure, market 
research)

Firm-specific human capital 
(continuing vocational training, 
apprentice training)

Organizational structure 
(company formation, organizational 
change and development)

Corrado, Hulten, & Sichel
(2005, 2006)

Software

R&D

Design

Reputation and
branding

Employer funded
training

Organisation or
business process
improvement

Haskel et al. 
(2010)

What is an investment?
»any use of resources 
that reduces current 
consumption in order to 
increase it in the 
future« (Corrado, 
Hulten, & Sichel, 2006, 
p. 11)

What are intangible 
assets? »immaterial 
items of wealth,
immaterial facts owned, 
valued, and capitalized 
on an appraisement of 
the gain to be derived 
from their possession«
(Veblen, 1908, p. 105)

Concept



Data

• At firm level, two types of data sources are typically used:

– Registry based data:
o large coverage

o few directly relevant variables

– Survey based data:
o small coverage

o relevant variables asked

o data availability & burden problematic



Survey data collection timeline

2005 2008/9, 2011 2013
2010   ...   2012   ...   2015

2020/1

2016      2017 2018     2019     2020     2021      2022

2018                   2020                    2022



Surveys compared

• Country coverage: 1 – 36

• Targeted firm size: All, 1+, 5+, 10+, 20+, 50+, 100+

• Targeted sector: industry and (knowledge-intensive) services, market ec.

• Sample size: 40 – 10,631 (per country), more only for EU27+

• Survey mode: CATI, mail, web, F2F

• Types of intangibles covered

• Additional aspects covered

Bavdaž M, Bounfour A, Martin J, Nonnis A, Perani G, Redek T (2023) Measuring investment in intangible assets. 
In: Snijkers G, Bavdaž M, Bender S, Jones J, MacFeely S, Sakshaug JW, Thompson KJ, van Delden A (eds) 
Advances in Business Statistics, Methods and Data Collection. Wiley, pp 79–104



France (INSEE & ministries, 2005)



UK (NESTA, Imperial College, ONS; 2008/9, 2011)



Surveys by University of Ljubljana in SI, BiH, ALB 
(2010, 2012, 2015)



Italy (INAPP & ISTAT, 2013)



Innobarometer in EU27, HR, IC, JAP, NO, SRB, 
CH, TUR, FYRM, US (2013)



Globalinto in DE, DK, EL, FI, FR, SI, UK (2020/1)



Globalinto survey structure

A. General information about the enterprise
• main activity
• part of group
• employment
• turnover

B. Types of enterprise spending
• 6 types (R&D, training, org., software & databases, design, reputation & 

branding)
• in-house vs. purchased (Yes/No; if Yes, % of turnover)
• impact of Covid-19 crisis
• (details on investment)



Globalinto survey structure

C. Factors influencing investment in intangible assets
• Strategy, market breakdown, competition, FDI
• HR: highly educated, in R&D, innovative technologies (physical, digital, bio)
• org. capabilities: sensing & seizing opportunities, knowledge sources, design 

use, digital capabilities & platforms

D. Firm performance
• Types of innovation, % innovative turnover, impact on performance

E. Questions on policy
• Use & impact of tax incentives & direct subsidies by type of intangibles

F. Questions related to COVID-19 crisis
• impact on performance, digital transformation, practices during outbreak



EIB Investment Survey in EU27, UK, US 
(since 2016 annually)



CIS (since 2018 biannually)



Survey quality

• From process perspective (Groves et al., 2004)

– Measurement: from concept to (edited/final) response

– Representation: from target population to (weighted) units measured

• Samples of units measured

– probability vs. quota vs. purposeful samples

– non-response bias



Questionnaire design

• Questions understood as intended ⇒ WHO responds

– Selecting the right respondent: overview vs. specifics; 
financial data vs. other data

– Using the right mode: interviewer- vs. self-administration 

• Data availability

– management needs
– legal obligations, 

standards, good practices 



France

UK

Italy

Innobarometer

Globalinto

EIB X

CIS

Spending on 
marketing



Measurement challenges

• Risk of omission because of invisibility and mobility

• Investment created in-house spans several periods and 
often not tracked (wrt purchased intangibles)

• Questionable pricing within groups

⇒ Martin & Baybutt (2021): 4 F
– Forgotten

– Fuzzy

– Frequency

– Framing



Inconsistencies between surveys (UK case)

• The same firms claimed to have had intangible investment in one 
survey but claimed the opposite in another one (among firms 
reporting such investment in at least one survey, 64% of firms 
inconsistent on total R&D... 86% on business process improvement).

• Correlation coefficients for amount of intangible investment between 
surveys high (0.9+) for R&D, software, branding and design; lowest for 
training (0.4). 

Bavdaž M, Bounfour A, Martin J, Nonnis A, Perani G, Redek T (2023) Measuring investment in intangible assets. In: Snijkers G, Bavdaž M, Bender S, Jones J, 
MacFeely S, Sakshaug JW, Thompson KJ, van Delden A (eds) Advances in Business Statistics, Methods and Data Collection. Wiley, pp 79–104

Martin, J. and Baybutt, C. (2021). The F words: why surveying businesses about intangibles is so hard. Proceedings of the IARIW-ESCoE Conference on Intangible 
Assets, London (11–12 November 2021). https://iariw.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/baybut-paper.pdf



Value of (one-off) survey data

• Provide evidence of increasing importance of intangible capital’s 
contribution to economic performance, important to researchers and 
policy makers

• A benchmark for estimates based on secondary data sources

• Flexibility:
• to cover gaps in other sources 

• to test new hypothesized links

• to include new relevant content (e.g. pandemia)

• Testing ground for development of methodological framework



Challenges of (one-off) survey data

• Lack of international comparability or longitudinal perspective

• Partial coverage: sample size and structure often do not cover the 
entire economy or firms by size 

• Data collection represents a notable burden to the businesses

• High survey costs

Sufficiently detailed recurring data collection in several countries is 
practically impossible to be conceived outside official statistics



Intangibles in official statistics at firm level

• No dedicated survey.

• Several surveys of Europe-wide character (with harmonized input) 
that gather relevant information on some component of intangibles:

– Survey on ICT usage and e-commerce in enterprises (ICT)

– Community Innovation Survey (CIS)

– Continuous Vocational Training Survey (CVTS)

• Case of Slovenia: just 240 firms in all three surveys, different 
periodicity.



Methodological challenges

• Different implementation characteristics
– periodicity varies 
– coverage is more similar (broadest in ICT, more selective in CIS)

• Some key variables come from output harmonization
– investment data often part of structural business statistics (SBS) surveys while some 

countries (e.g. Slovenia) have separate data collection 
– comparability at micro level might be challenging (“framing”)

• After considering these extra sources, some variable gaps remain

• Gathering data from different sources is likely to open the question about 
data consistency

– differences in seemingly the same variables may appear in two surveys even for the 
same company (different procedures of data collector and within company)



Final verdict

• Unified and widely accepted detailed operational statistical definitions of 
intangible investments needed

• In the short run: 
– Integrating different sources (also benchmarking the values to register-data and 

performance) with lots of methodological challenges.
– Lack of the data on some categories (e.g. amount invested in org/BPI),  their split into 

internal/purchased and depreciation but relatively minor adaptations (additions, extensions, 
alignments) could considerably improve usefulness. 

– Official statistical surveys offer abundance of data on other relevant factors, such as motives, 
obstacles, state support.

• In the long run: 
– A unified survey to also address the remaining problems (consistency, periodicity, lack of 

input harmonisation etc.) but also cost and burden.
– Getting business accounting on the same page with official statistics.
– Further research on other intangible types and intangible asset stock.



Thank you for your attention. 



Source: presentation by NTUA (National Technical University of Athens) Globalinto biannual Zoom Meeting 24.9.2021



Source: presentation by NTUA Globalinto biannual Zoom Meeting 24.9.2021



Source: presentation by NTUA Globalinto biannual Zoom Meeting 24.9.2021



Case of Slovenia

• Goal to evaluate existing sources regarding:
– whether the company invested in the selected components of intangible capital (internally 

and purchased externally) [Yes / No] 
– the size of the investment [Quantity] 

• Focus on 2016 (closest to CVTS)

• Sample size by survey: 
– Innovation activity in industry and selected services (CIS) (2336 companies; biannual)
– Use of information-communication technology (ICT) in enterprises (1537 companies; annual)
– Continuing vocational training in enterprises (CVTS) (4801 companies; every five years)
– Investment in fixed assets in enterprises (5578 companies; annual)
– Additionally, register data with firm-level financial statements data for all enterprises in 

Slovenia (AJPES; 124 474 observations; annual)

• 240 companies were included in all relevant databases
– For comparison: Globalinto 215 (one-off in 2020)



Characteristics of investment in 
intangibles
in Slovenia

Data: Globalinto survey



Sample composition in Slovenia (n = 215)

Industry Services Total

Large 15% 8% 23%

SMEs > 20 46% 31% 77%

Total 61% 39% 100%



Total investment in intangible assets, 2019

M
[%]

High- and medium-high-technology 10.1%

Medium-low-technology 6.6%

Low-technology 6.7%

Knowledge intensive services 18.8%

Less knowledge intensive services 3.4%



R & D, 2019 Among all companies Me 
[%]

M
[%]

73% with R&D 3.0 7.3

66% in-house R&D 2.5 6.6

37% external providers 0.6 1.7

27% external knowledge 0.5 1.4

15% all three types of R&D 4.9 10.0

67% continuously 5.0 10.0

Companies by R&D spending

% turnover

With R&D
73%

No R&D
27%



With training
93%

No training
7%

Training, 2019 Among all companies Me
[%]

M
[%]

93% with training 0.5 1.1

69% in-house training 0.2 0.6

88% external providers 0.3 0.7

64% both types of training 0.5 1.2

Companies by spending on training

% turnover



With org./ 
bus.process 

impr.
63%

No org./ 
bus.process 

impr.
37%

Organisation / 
business process 
improvement, 
2019

Among all companies Me
[%]

M
[%]

63% with org./bus.process 0.8 1.9

Among companies with org./
bus. process improvement

Me
[%]

M
[%]

84% quality improvement 0.8 1.7

76% process reengineering 0.8 1.8

88% process digitalisation 0.8 1.8

55% culture improvement 0.8 1.9

40% org. structure 0.9 2.4

29% management structure 1.0 2.7

41% smart factory 1.0 1.8

% turnover

Companies by spending on organisation
/business process improvement



With software & 
databases

60%

No software & 
databases

40%

Software & 
databases, 2019

Among all companies Me
[%]

M
[%]

60% with software & databases 1.0 1.6

Among companies with
software & databases

Me
[%]

M
[%]

60% general purpose office 1.0 1.3

88% special purpose 1.0 1.6

55% databases 1.0 1.7

% turnover

Companies by spending on 
software & databases



Design, 2019 Among all companies Me
[%]

M
[%]

54% with design 0.4 1.1

Among companies with
spending on design

Me
[%]

M
[%]

61% technical 0.5 1.4

53% user experience 0.6 1.5

90% promotional materials 0.4 0.9

74% corporate identity 0.4 1.1

% turnover

Companies by spending on design

With design
54%

No design
46%

Design use Me
[%]

M
[%]

40% not systematic 0.2 0.9

22% as last finish 0.2 0.7

28% product development 0.5 1.0

10% key strategic element 0.6 2.5



Reputation 
& branding, 
2019

Among all companies Me
[%]

M
[%]

44% with reputation 
& branding

0.7 1.7

% turnover

Companies by spending on 
reputation & branding

With 
reputation & 

branding
44%

No reputation 
& branding

56%



Reactive or proactive?

Proactive

Others, including reactive



Share of companies investing / innovating

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

In-house R&D

Purchased R&D

External knowledge

External training

Internal training

Org./bus.process impr.

Software & databases

Design

Reputation & branding

New products

New services

New processes

New marketing

New org./mngm.

Share of new products 
and/or services to turnover?

Me M

18% 26%

11% 18%

Proactive

Overall 

Others



Digital capabilities & Digital platforms

Digital integration

Data analytics

Networks, solutions, architectures

Privacy & cybersecurity risks

Business models

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

R&D of products & services

Seamless connection

Pre-sale interactions with customers

Customer services

Proactive

Overall 

Others

Not at all To a great extent

Not at all To a great extent



Thanks for your attention

www.inapp.org


